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1. A song whose title has the words “Sono Chi no Sadame” in parentheses is an opening for 
this show. One song used as an opening for this show contains the lyrics “like a bloody storm” 
and is titled “Bloody Stream”. “Walk like an Egyptian” by the Bangles was an ending song to this 
show, but a more notable ending song to this show is “Roundabout” by Yes. For ten points, name this 
over-the-top show about the Joestar lineage. 

 
ANSWER: Jojo’s Bizarre Adventure 

 
2. It’s not the Beatles, but this band has a Rock Band game dedicated to them. In a music video 
for one of this band’s songs, a girl cries as her boyfriend goes off to fight in the Iraq War. 
Another music video for one of this band’s songs features the band walk down an empty stretch 
of country road singing “my shadow’s the only one who walks beside me” and “I walk alone”. For 10 
points, name this band behind hits such as “Holiday” and “American Idiot”. 
 
ANSWER: Green Day 

 
3. Two films from this studio are modern takes on books by Charles Dickens and Robert Louis 
Stevenson. In one film from this studio, two RAS agents save an Australian boy from a poacher. 
Another film from this studio features an elaborate chase sequence inside of Big Ben. Milo 
Thatch searches for the lost city of Atlantis and Tiana works to start her own restaurant in New Orleans 
in two other films from this studio. For ten points, name this studio better known for their princesses. 
 
ANSWER: Disney 

 
4. This city is renamed Hellsalem’s Lot in Blood Blockade Battlefront, and American Dragon: 
Jake Long is set in this city. Harold Finch builds a machine that predicts crime in this city in 
Person of Interest, and Mac Taylor and Danny Messer are detectives in this city in a CSI spinoff. 
In Mad Men, Don Draper leads an advertising agency in this city. Ross, Chandler, Monica, and the rest 
of the cast of Friends live in, for ten points, what city known as the Big Apple.  
 
ANSWER: New York City (Accept The Big Apple until read, anti-prompt on Madison Avenue or 
Manhattan) 

 
5. At Lollapalooza 2018 in Chile, the Killers sang this song when its original singer was unable 
to. The music video for this song begins with a clown playing a record, and features several 
scenes of Liam Gallagher singing as his portrait rotates. Lyrics in this song include “all the lights that 
lead the way are blinding” and “by now, you should’ve somehow realized what you got to do”. For ten 
points, name this Oasis song that states “after all, you’re my” this. 
 
ANSWER: Wonderwall  
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6. This actor is seen briefly in Bio-Dome playing a concert in a park, and voices Darth Vader in 
Bad Lip Reading’s parodies of the original Star Wars trilogy. This actor plays the protagonist of 
the 2015 Goosebumps movie. The dim-witted, fat panda Po in the Kung Fu Panda franchise is voiced 
by this actor, who along with Kyle Gass forms the band Tenacious D. For 10 points, name this comedic 
actor whose name rhymes. 
 
ANSWER: Jack Black (Prompt on partial answers) 

 
7. This man claimed to have been featured in a newspaper for his high SAT score. In an interview, 
he said “there’s a reason dictators take guns first”, and also said he believed America was like 
Nazi Germany in another interview. This man believed Obamacare was the worst thing to happen since 
slavery, and believed the Pyramids were used to house grain. For 10 points, name this African American 
surgeon and presidential candidate who is now the secretary of housing and urban development. 
 
ANSWER: Ben Carson   

 
8. A gunshot victim is prematurely declared dead in the beginning of this film. Jonathan Pangborn 
is a paraplegic in this film who mysteriously is able to walk again, and guides the protagonist to a 
location in Nepal. The Ancient One initially refuses to train this film’s protagonist as he reminded her of 
Kaecilius, but once accepted, he learns quickly and acquires the Eye of Agamotto and Cloak of 
Levitation. For 10 points, name this 2016 Marvel film about a surgeon who learns the mystical arts. 
 
ANSWER: Doctor Strange 

 
9. One Coldplay song from A Rush of Blood to the Head mentions seeing this “on a hilltop, on a 
sky-rise, like a first-born child”. A Matt and Kim song notes that in this thing “we can hitchhike 
to Maine” and “I don’t pick up my phone”. In a Maroon 5 song, in this thing “we’ll be on own” and 
“I’ll have to go, but tonight I’ll hold you so close”, and in the Banana Boat Song, when this comes, “me 
wanna go home”. For 10 points, name this thing seen at sunrise. 
 
ANSWER: Daylight (Do not accept anything else) 

 
10. Games in this series are played professionally by Jack Hoyt and Adam Lindgren. Certain 
outcomes in this series’ games are determined by what controller port you use. “Left, Right, A, 
Start” is a combination of buttons that resets a match in some games in this series. Special 
challenges in this series include hitting a sandbag as far as possible and breaking targets within a time 
limit. Characters fight to knock each other off the stage in, for 10 points, what Nintendo fighting game 
series? 
 
ANSWER: Super Smash Bros (Anti Prompt on answers containing Melee, Brawl, Smash 64, or Smash 4) 
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11. In Battlefield 3’s story mode, Solomon detonates a nuclear bomb in Paris on one of these 
things. Sam Fisher records Norman Soth’s conversation while on one of these things in Splinter 
Cell: Pandora Tomorrow, and a Phantom one of these in Final Fantasy 6 carries dead souls. 
These things are central to The Legend of Zelda: Spirit Tracks, and Nathan Drake in Uncharted 2: 
Among Thieves has a two chapter fight sequence on one of these things that ends with him derailing it. 
For 10 points, name this mode of transportation that uses railroads. 
 
ANSWER: Train  

 
12. This actor played Juno’s father in Juno, and in a 2011 Valve game, he lent his voice to 
Aperture Science founder, Cave Johnson. In Avatar: The Legend of Korra, he voiced Aang’s son, 
Tenzin. In Whiplash, he played the abusive, overbearing music director, Terence Fletcher, and played J 
Jonah Jameson in many Spiderman adaptations. For 10 points, name this actor who shares his first 
two initials with the author of the Harry Potter series. 
 
ANSWER: J.K. Simmons (Prompt on partial answers)  

 
13. According to a song from Abbey Road, when the Sun King comes, this group is “laughing” and 
“happy”. It’s a “fine and natural sight” to see this group “dancing in the moonlight” in a King 
Harvest song, and according to a song by Neon Trees, this group “talks too much”. This group “hurts 
sometimes” according to a song by REM, and a Tears For Fears song states this group “wants to rule the 
world”. For 10 points, identify this group mentioned in these songs that comprises all people in the world. 
 
ANSWER: Everybody (Do no accept anything else) 

 
14. A restaurant owner in this show is murdered by a woman posing as social services, and 
later a state trooper’s treachery is revealed when he incorrectly identifies a lake as privately 
owned. A mother in this show communicates with her son using Christmas lights while he’s in 
the upside-down. Dustin, Lucas, and Mike uncover a conspiracy involving the government and parallel 
worlds when their friend Will disappears in, for 10 points, what 1980s themed sci-fi horror show. 
 
ANSWER: Stranger Things  

 
15. In Infinite Stratos, Ichika Orimura is the only male in the world who can use one of these 
objects. These objects are used by the police in Patlabor, and they spawn from a portal in 
Naota’s head in FLCL (fooly-cooly). Simone and Kamina battle the Beastmen with a combined one of 
these in Gurren Lagann, and Rei, Asuka, and Shinji pilot these objects against the Angels in Neon 
Genesis Evangelion. For 10 points, name these giant robots seen in the Gundam series. 
 
ANSWER: Mecha (Accept Robot before last line is read) 
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16. Publisher, not developer, required. Garrett is a master thief in a fantasy steampunk world in 
this company’s appropriately named Thief franchise. Agent 47 is a clone who creatively 
assassinates his targets in this company’s Hitman franchise, and Adam Jensen lives in a 
cyberpunk world dominated by secret societies in this company’s Deus Ex franchise. The Shinra 
corporation is opposed by Tifa, Barret, and Cloud Strife in one entry of this company’s well known Final 
Fantasy series. For 10 points, name this large, merged game publisher that is not Namco-Bandai. 
 
ANSWER: Square-Enix (Prompt on partial answers) 

 
17. Frank Lucas imports drugs from this country in American Gangster, and X-Men: Days of 
Future Past is partially set in a conflict in this country. Oliver Stone directed a trilogy of films set 
in this country. A platoon of marines sing the “Mickey Mouse March” while heading back to base in 
this country in Full Metal Jacket, and Robin Williams says “Good Morning” to this country in a famous 
role. For 10 points, name this Southeast Asian country that saw conflict in the 1960s and 1970s. 
 
ANSWER: Vietnam  

 
 

In Honor of Chip Beale 

Stump The Expert: Descriptions acceptable until last line. In Persona 4, one side quest involves 
helping Ms. Sofue repair a device of hers that performs this action. Corvo in Dishonored has a 
mechanical heart that does this action. Every generation of Pokemon features some sort of item 
that performs this action, one being two electricity spewing rods in X & Y. In The Legend of Zelda: 
Skyward Sword, pointing the wii-mote up allows Link to do this. For 10 points, name this act of using an 
object, usually rods, to magically locate hidden items. 
 
ANSWER: Dowsing (Accept anything related to searching for items before last line) 
 


